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Abstract

Dislocation following total hip replacement surgery represents a significant
cause of early failure, incurring additional medical costs. The causes of disloca-
tion are multifactorial and are related to surgical approach, soft tissue tension,
prosthetic design, and most important, orientation of components. This paper
describes experimental verification of our analytical approach for predicting
implant impingement and dislocation. Once fully developed and tested, this ana-
lytical methodology could be used as a preoperative simulation tool that will
present surgeons with information about the “safe” range of motion and chance
of dislocation based on selected component positions, allowing for the surgical
plan to be optimized based on this criterion. Coupled with a computer-assisted
clinical system for precise implant positioning, this approach could significantly
reduce the postoperative risk of dislocation, maximize “safe” range of motion
and minimize impingement.
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1.0  Introduction

The incidence of implant dislocation following total hip replacement surgery ranges
between 2 and 6% [3, 14] and represents a significant cause of early implant failure, incur-
ring additional costs to the total surgery expenses. The causes of dislocation after total hip
arthroplasty (THA) are related to factors such as: surgical approach, soft tissue tension,
prosthetic design, and most importantly, orientation of components.

We have developed a preoperative analytical simulator that takes into account implant
design, placement and orientation, and predicts the range of motion (ROM) and impinge-
ment limits. The simulator will enable surgeons to preoperatively optimize the choice of
implant-related parameters in order to reduce the probability of implant impingement and
dislocation. Coupled with CT-based three-dimensional preoperative planning and com-
puter-guided positioning of implant components [4], this methodology has the potential of
precise implementation, ensuring optimal outcomes with respect to risk of dislocation.

Based on the analytical methodology used for preoperative ROM simulation, and using an
optical tracking system to record the position of components, we have developed an exper-
imental procedure to verify the analytical results. The main goal of the experiment was to
validate the analytical methodology, and hence enable clinical implementation of the
ROM simulator. The simulator could then be used both preoperatively, as a part of the
preoperative surgical planning procedure and intraoperatively, to measure the range of
motion.

2.0  Background

The most common cause of dislocation after THA is implant impingement caused by mal-
position of components [14]. A number of researchers and clinicians have examined this
phenomenon, in an effort to explain mechanisms of dislocation. Amstutz and Markolf [2]
described three modes of dislocation. In the first mode, due to poor tissue tension, the
prosthetic head climbs the socket wall and slips over the rim of the socket, without the
neck impinging on the rim of the socket. In the second mode, the neck impinges on the
socket wall at extremes of flexion, extension and abduction and levers the head from the
socket. The third mode of dislocation is impingement of the neck on a bony prominence,
which occurs most often in hyperextension.

Some researchers have tried to identify the range of cup orientations that are less prone to
dislocations, based on the geometric similarity of human anatomies. Commonly accepted
“safe” orientation of the cup is approximately 15  of anteversion and 45  of abduction
(although it is dependent on the surgical approach). Lewinnek et al. [11] demonstrated that
the cases falling in the zone of 15 10 degrees of anteversion and 40 10 degrees of abduction
have an instability rate of 1.5%, compared with a 6% instability rate for the cases falling
outside this zone. The study took note of the surgical approach taken in each case. No
attention was paid, however, to the cup design, head-to-neck ratio of the femoral compo-
nent and femoral component orientation. It is also important to realize that, because of
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variations in individual anatomies, there cannot be a single optimal orientation of hip
replacement components.

The pelvis can assume different positions and orientations depending or whether an individ-
ual is lying supine (as during a CT-scan or routine X-rays), in the lateral decubitis position
(as during surgery) or in critical positions during activities of normal daily living (like bend-
ing over to tie shoes or during normal gait). Definition of a “neutral” relative position of the
pelvis and leg will significantly influence the measured amount of motion permitted before
impingement and dislocation occurs. Therefore, it is necessary to uniquely define both the
neutral orientation of the femur relative to the pelvis for all relevant positions and activities,
and the relations between the femur with respect to the pelvis of the patient during each seg-
ment of leg motion. In current practice, researchers and clinicians measure and record rela-
tive joint motion of the hip joint using physiological terms to describe position of the leg in
relation to somewhat loosely defined global and local body coordinate systems [5,6]. Less
often, the range of motion measurements are performed in the context of selected daily liv-
ing activities, such as tying shoes with one foot on the floor, climbing stairs, etc. [8].

According to McCollum et al. [14], a comparison of THAs as reported in orthopaedic litera-
ture reveals a much higher incidence of dislocation in patients who had THAs with a poster-
olateral approach. They showed that when the patient is placed in the lateral position for a
posterolateral THA approach, the lumbar lordotic curve is flattened and the pelvis may be
flexed as much as 35 . If the cup was oriented at 15 - 20  of flexion with respect to the longitu-
dinal axis of the body, when the patient stood up and the postoperative lumbar lordosis was
regained, the cup was retroverted as much as 10 -15 .

Although the mechanism of implant impingement is well understood, the attempts to model
the phenomenon are limited mainly to experimental procedures, in which a physical model
is created to simulate the range of motion of the femur with respect to the pelvis. Most
investigators [1,14] realized that the head-to-neck ratio of the femoral component is the key
factor of the implant impingement. However, few have attempted to quantify the relation-
ship between the implant design and orientation and the incidence of dislocation. Some
experimental studies examined how specific implant design influences the prosthetic range
of motion. Amstutz et al. [1] examined experimentally the influence of different prosthetic
designs and the influence of prosthetic orientation. Krushell et al. [9] used a similar setup to
experimentally confirm the effects of the head-neck ratio to likeliness of impingement and
warned of the negative impact that certain long and extra long neck designs of modular
implants can have on the range of motion.

Several researchers have examined the effect of acetabular cup design. Krushell et al. [10]
evaluated the ROM of two types of elevated-rim liners compared with standard liners. They
concluded that an optimally oriented elevated-rim liner may improve the joint stability with
respect to implant impingement. Cobb et al. [3] have demonstrated statistically significant
reduction of dislocations in the case of elevated-rim liners, compared to standard liners. The
two-year probability of dislocation was 2.19% for the elevated liner, compared with 3.85%
for standard liner. They raised the concern, however, of possible long-term effects of the ele-
vated liner on wear and loosening. Initial results of a finite element study by Maxian et al.
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[12] indicate that the contact stresses and therefore the polyethylene wear are not signifi-
cantly increased in the extended lip case.

Analytical modeling of range of motion has only recently become a subject of interest for
researchers. Maxian et al. [13] have looked at the dislocation propensity for different liner
designs. They used three-dimensional finite element models to evaluate points of impinge-
ment and subsequent angles of dislocation for different liner designs. They did not, however,
consider dislocation in the context of range of motion. Jaramaz et al. [7] developed an ana-
lytical model for calculating range of motion for a given size and orientation of implant
components. The model can successfully simulate the prosthetic impingement as a limiting
point for any combination of physiological leg motion. In the current stage, the simulation is
limited to a case when both the cup liner and the neck of the femoral implant are axisym-
metric. In this work we present the experimental verification of that simulation model.

3.0  Methodology

3.1  Analytical modeling

The parameters necessary to evaluate the prosthetic range of motion (PROM) limited by the
neck-liner impingement are the head-neck ratio of the implant, the position of the acetabular
cup and the relative position of the femoral implant with respect to the cup. The center of
rotation of the hip joint coincides with the center of the head of the femoral implant. The
angle q between the axis of symmetry Z of the acetabular cup and the line of impingement
OB defines the allowable angle of motion (Fig. 1). The limits of impingement create a cone
within which the axis of the femoral neck (line OA) can move without impingement. The
position of the neck axis with respect to the cone can be evaluated by observing its intersec-
tion with the plane P (Fig. 1), placed at an arbitrary distance normal to the Z axis; the cross
section of the cone defines the impingement circle (if both the liner and the neck are axisym-
metric), and the path of the axis of the femoral neck defines a curve in that plane. An exam-
ple movement is shown in Fig. 1 in which the axis of the femoral neck begins at point A and
moves to point B along the path AB. The motion of the femoral neck can be derived from
(and expressed as a function of) the physiological movement of the leg, described in terms
of combined flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, and external and internal rotation.
Evaluating the impingement in the plane as a function of leg movement reduces the analysis
of the problem to a 2D space, greatly simplifying it, and allows for creation of a user-
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Figure 1. Implant components and the impingement limits
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friendly computer interface. With this interface, the effects of implant design, or
reorientation of components can be immediately visualized and parameters can be
modified interactively until the optimal selection, position and orientation of compo-
nents is found.

Fig. 2 shows an example of ROM simulation for two different cup orientations and for two
identical sets of ROM exercises: (I) 90  flexion + 15  adduction + maximum internal rotation
and (II) 10  extension + maximum external rotation. As a result of reorienting the cup from
45  abduction + 15  flexion (Fig. 2a) to 50  abduction + 5  flexion (Fig. 2b), maximum internal
rotation is reduced from 15.7  to 4.3  in the first exercise and maximum external rotation is
increased from 45.8  to 55.8  in the second one.

3.2  Experimental verification

Experimental validation is a necessary step in order to make clinical use of the described
analytical PROM simulation model. Although an existing body of experimental research
work on implant impingement and dislocation exists [1, 9, 10,11], none of the available data
can be used to fully verify our simulator, since no references are given about the neck size
and the orientation of the femoral neck axis for any of the experiments. In this experiment
we kept track of all the relevant data and compared the input and output data of the experi-
ment with those coming from the analytical simulator. The experiment was performed using
sawbones with the implanted total hip components. The position and orientation of all the
components were measured and monitored using the OptotrakTM optical tracking system
(Northern Digital, Inc.). The goal was to track the position of both the pelvis and the femur
using rigidly attached optical targets during the range-of-motion exercises. Using measured
orientations of the cup liner and the femoral neck axis with respect to the coordinate systems
of the pelvis and the femur, the orientation of the neck axis with respect to the liner axis
could be calculated at every instance of motion, and the results of the experiment could be
visualized in the same way that is used for the analytical simulation.

impingement:
15.76° of 
internal rotation

impingement:
45.84° of
external rotation

90° flexion

15° adduction

10° extension

impingement:
4.30° of 
internal rotation

impingement:
55.86° of
external rotation

90° flexion

15° adduction

10° extensionneutral
position

neutral
position

impingement 
circle

impingement 
circle

Cup orientation: 45° abduction + 15° flexion Cup orientation: 50° abduction + 5° flexion

Figure 2. Example of simulator output for two cup orientations

(a) (b)
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3.2.1  Registration

For the registration stage of the PROM experiment, software was written and used to estab-
lish frames of reference for the pelvis, the femur, the acetabular cup implant, and the femo-
ral implant, as well as for verification of these established frames. The registration process is
described as a series of steps (Fig. 3). Before any of these steps are taken, however, the ace-
tabular implant and the femoral implant (with a detachable head) must be firmly and prop-
erly affixed to the pelvis and femur, respectively:

1. Pointer Calibration - A pointer attached to an OptotrakTM LED tracker is calibrated. This
process establishes a transformation between the origin of the LED tracker's coordinate sys-
tem and the tip of the pointer. Calibration is performed by pivoting the pointer tip about a
fixed point. The pivot point may either be fixed relative to the camera, or relative to a second
LED tracker. After calibration, the pointer can be used to determine the location of various
3D points in order to establish pelvis and femoral frames of reference (FOR), as explained
below.

2. Pelvic Registration (Fig. 3a) - an LED tracker is attached to the pelvis and used to estab-
lish a pelvic FOR. We assume that the pelvic coordinate system has one (x) coordinate axis
going through the centers of the acetabula and the other two in the perpendicular plane P1
which is also the symmetry plane of the pelvis. We define a plane P2 so that it touches the
pubic tubercle and the anterior superior iliac spine. The second (y) coordinate axis is then
defined as the intersection of the plane P1 with the plane parallel to P2 that contains the first
coordinate axis; the third (z) coordinate axis is perpendicular to the first two. We place the
pelvis on the Pelvic Calibration Plate in order to establish the coordinate system of the pel-
vis. The Pelvic Calibration Plate is an aluminum plate with two coordinate axes etched on
its surface. The pelvis is placed on the plate at the position that corresponds to the definition
of the plane P2. Using the pointer, we collect points on the plate that correspond to the pelvic
origin, X-axis, and Y-axis relative to the tracker attached to the pelvis. With these points, we
can establish a homogenous transformationpeloptoTpelvis which describes the pelvic frame
relative to the LED tracker on the pelvis, as well as its inversepelvisTpelopto.

3. Cup Adapter Calibration - We collect two more points, this time relative to a LED tracker
attached to the Cup Adapter. The Cup Adapter is designed such that these two points estab-
lish the cup axis vector when the Cup Adapter is properly placed in the acetabular cup
implant. One of these points is placed so that when the Cup Adapter is seated in the cup, it
indicates the centroid of the cup.

4. Cup Axis Registration (Fig. 3b) - With the positions of two Cup Adapter points known in
the Cup Adapter tracker space, we can use the previously collected information (pelvisT-
pelopto and the OptotrakTM-derivedpeloptoTcupadapter) to determine the cup axis vector in
pelvic space. This vector can be used to establish a set of rotations (abduction, then flexion)
that describe the cup implant's placement in the pelvis. Also collected is the center of pelvic
rotation relative to the Pelvic tracker FOR (peloptoPcpr).

5. Femoral Registration (Fig. 3c) - Just like Pelvic Registration, a calibration plate is used to
establish a femoral FOR relative to another LED tracker mounted to the femur. The femur is
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placed on the calibration plate so that the projections of both the center of the femoral head
and the center of the femoral condyles fall in one of the coordinate axes on the plate. The
homogenous transformationsfemoptoTfemurandfemurTfemopto can then be established.

6. Neck Adapter Calibration - The pointer is then used to collect points on the Neck
Adapter, which is mounted to a separate LED tracker. When placed on the femoral implant's
neck, these points define the neck axis vector relative to the femoral tracker.

7. Neck Axis Registration (Fig. 3d) - After the points on the Neck Adapter are calibrated, we
place the neck adapter on the neck of the femoral implant. Since we know the neck axis vec-
tor position relative to the Neck Adapter tracker, and via OptotrakTM the position of the Neck
Adapter relative to the Femoral tracker is also known, we can register the neck axis vector
relative to the Femoral tracker (and byfemurTfemopto, relative to the Femoral FOR). This
vector can be used to determine the placement (in terms of abduction, then anteversion) of
the femoral implant relative to the femoral coordinate frame.

8. Ball Target Calibration - The Ball Target Adapter, again attached to an LED tracker, can
be calibrated so that it indicates, when placed on a sphere, the center of that sphere. This cal-
ibration gives the center of the sphere relative to the tracker attached to the Ball Target
Adapter.

9. Registration of the Center of Femoral Rotation - The Ball Target Adapter is then placed
on the head of the implant. We acquire the position of the head's center of rotation relative to
both the Ball Target Adapter and, ultimately, to the Femoral tracker.

z

y

a) Pelvic registration

c) Femoral registration

b) Cup axis registration

d) Neck axis registration

e) Range of motion experiment

Figure 3. Five steps of the experiment

x
y

P2

P1

neck adapter

cup adapter
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10. Verification of the Center of Rotation - Because we knowfemoptoPcfr - the center of fem-

oral rotation in the Femoral tracker's frame - using OptotrakTM and the previously collected
information, we can determine the centroid of the femoral head(CFR) relative to the Pelvic

tracker (peloptoPcfr). When the head of the femoral implant is placed in the cup liner, the

centroids of the cup (CPR) and the head (CFR) should coincide. This is verified by:pelop-

toTfemopto *
femoptoPcfr =

peloptoPcfr When perfectly calibrated and executed, the distance

from peloptoPcpr to
peloptoPcfr should be zero.

3.2.2  Experiment

The final step of the experiment is shown in Fig. 3e. The pelvis, with its LED tracker still
attached, was mounted in position above the laboratory table. The femur, also with a tracker,
was held in location to the pelvis with elastic bands to give freedom of rotation but to keep
the femoral implant from dislocating prematurely (before an impingement). The software
used both the fixed, stored transformations that were determined during registration and the
transformation (namelypeloptoTfemopto) that was constantly updated via OptotrakTM. These
transformations determined both a proper neutral position (when the femoral and pelvic
coordinate orientations were aligned) and the current point on the impingement graph (by
determining the neck axis vector in the cup's coordinate system). The software will plot,
when specified by a foot pedal press, points on the impingement graph similar to that cre-
ated by the analytical simulator (Fig. 5).

4.0  Results

The implant components used in the experiment were the HGP II acetabular cup and the
Centralign femoral stem with a 28 mm head and short neck length (both manufactured by

Figure 4. Experimental setup
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Zimmer, Inc.). The cup liner and the femoral implant neck are both axisymmetric. The com-
ponents were cemented in the bone phantoms; the femoral component was placed so that the
center of the femoral head remains close to the original head center of the uncut femur, and
the acetabular component is placed so that the outer face is flush with the acetabular rim.The
orientation of the components with respect to bone coordinate systems, as described in the
previous section, were:

Neck: 41.2 degrees of abduction and 17.6 degrees of anteversion, and

Cup: 50.4 degrees of abduction followed by 2.6 degrees of flexion.

The error in center of rotation (the distance between the measured centers of the femoral
head and the center of the liner) during the experiment was 0.87 mm. Center of rotation
errors for previous calibration runs ranged from 0.18mm to 2mm.

The pelvis was firmly attached to an aluminum post, allowing full motion of the femur, and
reorientation to make all the targets visible for every exercise (Fig. 4). Five range of motion
exercises were performed. The motion sets were:

• Maximum flexion in neutral abduction/adduction (Fig. 5a) - The femur is flexed until
impingement occurs.

• Maximum internal rotation after 90 degrees of flexion and 10 degrees adduction (Fig. 5b)

• Maximum internal rotation after 90 degrees flexion in neutral abduction/adduction (Fig.
5c)

• Maximum extension (Fig. 5d) - The femur is extended until impingement occurs.

• Maximum external rotation after 10 degrees of extension (Fig. 5e).

a) Maximum flexion b) 90  flexion + 10  adduction

Figure 5. Analytical and experimental results of range of motion tests

+ max. internal rotation
c) 90  flexion + max.

d) Maximum extension

internal rotation

e) 10  extension + max.
external rotation
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experimental

analytical

experimental analytical

analytical

experimental analytical experimental

Impingement
circle

bone
impingement

δ = 2.48 δ = 0.246

δ = 0.106

δ = 0.006

δ - difference between
experimental and sim-
ulated central angle at
impingement

experimental
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All trajectories started from near neutral position (within an error of degrees) and fol-
lowed the movement set until impingement - either implant or bone - was observed. The
only motion for which bony impingement was observed was external rotation after 10
degrees of extension. The difference angleδ, between the central angle of the experimen-
tally detected impingement and the central angle of impingement predicted by the simula-
tion, varied from 0.006  to 2.48 . The large value ofδ during the maximum flexion exercise is
not the result of a calculation error but rather the consequence of a difficulty in experimental
detection of the impingement point.

5.0  Discussion

We compared analytical simulation of ROM until impingement with those measured in the
experimental setup. Experimentally detected values of impingement show that the simulated
values are correctly calculated in all cases except one, in which bony impingement occurred
prior to implant impingement. Femoral motion was generated manually without the use of
special guides. Motions were performed by first visually assessing the direction of motion
relative to the pelvis, and then rehearsing the key positions. Attempt was made to mimic the
exact motions specified by the simulator. The recorded motion paths closely approximate
the simulated values.

Proposed research addresses the clinically relevant issue of implant dislocation following
total hip replacement (THR). The ROM simulator can predict implant impingement and dis-
location on a patient-specific basis, based on a patient’s CT-scan data, and the selected
design and orientation of the implant. The results predicted by the simulator were verified
experimentally. This work is a step toward future clinical use of this analytical simulation
coupled with the clinical navigational system for hip implant positioning (HipNav). By cou-
pling realistic biomechanical and kinematic preoperative planning with the precise execu-
tion we expect to take full advantage of this image-guided system.
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